THE NEWEST INNOVATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF PSORIASIS AND VITILIGO

Now there’s a new and effective treatment for psoriasis and vitiligo. The technology is impressive, but even more important are the results.

PSORIASIS

Narrowband ultraviolet B rays are a safe and effective treatment that penetrate the skin and slow the growth of affected skin cells. UVB can be combined with other topical and/or systemic agents to improve healing results.

MANY PEOPLE SEE IMPROVEMENT WITHIN JUST TWO WEEKS. THE HEALING OF AFFECTED SKIN OCCURS IN AS LITTLE AS 10 WEEKS.

UVB rays kill the skin’s immune cells that contribute to psoriasis and disrupt the signals between damaged, diseased skin cells and healthy skin. UVB rays are a natural, therapeutic solution for the treatment of psoriasis.

Phototherapy has always been a preferred treatment for psoriasis, but now it’s becoming even more popular because UVB rays, combined with Clarify’s smart technology, have been proven to be one of the fastest, safest and most effective treatments available.

VITILIGO

Narrowband ultraviolet B rays are a safe and effective treatment that helps repigment the skin. Phototherapy can do what topical creams can’t: suppress inflammation and stimulate melanocytes to repigment vitiligo and stop new spots from forming. The UV rays penetrate the epidermis and stimulate latent pigment cells in or around healthy ones. That’s why it’s the treatment of choice for vitiligo in both adults and children.

Repigmentation of vitiligo patches begin as soon as 4 weeks.

PHOTOTHERAPY IS THE ONLY MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR VITILIGO THAT HAS BEEN CLEARED BY THE FDA
CLARIFY HOME LIGHT THERAPY SYSTEM

Smart
The Clarify Medical Home Light Therapy handheld unit connects with an app on your smartphone that administers your doctor’s prescription at the proper dose, frequency and duration. It’s programmed to deliver just the right amount of healing light at the right time, delivering the maximum benefit. Treatment time and dosage are customized to your particular condition and skin thickness.

Proven
Narrowband UVB rays emit only part of the ultraviolet spectrum that is effective for treating chronic skin conditions. Autoimmune disorders like psoriasis and vitiligo can’t be cured, but light therapy treatments can put these skin conditions into localized remission.

Effective
Home phototherapy is as effective as in-office treatments. Since treatments are more convenient at home, compliance is improved, and results are faster. It is also targeted, meaning you treat only the affected areas, and protect healthy skin.

Good Candidates:
• Are adults, children and pregnant women.
• Are willing to consult with your doctor periodically. Based on your progress, your doctor may want to adjust the phototherapy regimen accordingly.

Vitiligo
• Want to repigment your skin and prevent new spots from forming. The face and torso respond exceptionally well. Bonier areas such as hands, feet or knees require longer treatment cycles.
• Have spots that are less than two years old. Early intervention and treatment are a plus.
• Have depigmentation on less than 2% of your body.

Psoriasis
• Have plaque or guttate psoriasis on the face, trunk, arms and legs. Those areas respond especially well to phototherapy. The scalp, hands and feet, where the skin is thicker or not accessible to light, may be more difficult to treat.
• Have psoriasis on less than 5% of your body.

Payment Plan +
The Clarify Home Light Therapy System is available with an affordable payment plan. There’s zero interest, zero small print, zero hidden fees and zero extra expenses.

Terms and conditions are subject to change at any time and without notice. Please contact Clarify Medical for current information.